
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY

Wondering what automotive technology is all about? Automotive Training Center has you covered. Automotive
technology is a program of study focusing on the.

This growth translates to almost 46, new jobs for Automobile Techs in the next decade. There are more cars
on the road today than ever before, and all of those vehicles require regular maintenance as well as occasional
repairs. Diagnostics, or fault finding, is an essential part of an automotive technician's work, and as automotive
systems become increasingly complex there is a greater need for good diagnostics skills. Sometimes sales tax
or import charges have to be added - contact me on the email address below for a quote. Software developers,
customer service representatives, and some manufacturing positions have been outsourced in recent years. The
Automotive Tech program at ATI offers a comprehensive, focused education from an accredited school. It
also explains the necessary tools and equipment needed in effective car maintenance and repair, and relevant
safety procedures are included throughout. The automotive and maintenance sectors are expected to grow six
percent between and , with thousands of new jobs added over that time. Welcome This online Automotive
Technology AT Academy has been created by Tom Denton, a leading Automotive author with over 40 years
of relevant experience, and 20 published textbooks that are used by students and technicians worldwide. As an
Automotive Technician, you can work anywhere there are cars- that means you can work anywhere you want
to live! Where can an Automotive Technician work? For the driver, this means that there is virtually no glare
and the display is rich in contrast and clear in both direct sunlight and darkness. Beneath its surface, it
combines a large number of digital displays, while taking up almost two centimeters less space than a
non-curved screen of comparable size. In optical bonding â€” which is what this process is called â€” a thin
liquid is used to bond the instrument display and glass directly to each other. What does an Automotive
Technician do? Abundant opportunities. If you love cars, and want to make a career out of working on them,
then you are in luck: Automotive Technicians are in high demand! In addition to being in demand today,
tomorrow, and for the foreseeable future, adding technical capabilities to the traditional nuts and bolts of the
job is appealing for a variety of reasons. Experienced, qualified Automotive Technicians have the important
responsibility of keeping vehicles in good working condition. However, large-sized monitors are very high on
the wish list â€” as is the curved instrument cluster made by Bosch. Automotive Technicians may be general
Auto Techs, or may have further instruction and training in specialty areas such as air conditioning or
transmissions. Details of how alternative fuels are made, the supply infrastructure, and how these vehicles
work are all included. Sustainable pay. This fifth edition includes information on developments in
pass-through technology, multiplexing, and engine control systems. Why Study Automotive Technology? It
covers the basics but also goes into detail on key technologies such as batteries, hybrid layouts and motors. It
gives a complete overview of the components and workings of a vehicle. Nowadays, automotive
manufacturers increasingly want to avoid using mechanical switches, knobs, and controls. Wondering what
automotive technology is all about? Automotive Training Center has you covered. Case studies are used to
illustrate technologies in use. The secret behind the sharpness and contrast of the new displays is a new
manufacturing process, with which the instrument cluster reflects more than four times less light, even in the
sunlight. What is the job outlook for Automotive Technicians? There are many opportunities across
automotive fields, from diesel and collision repair to instructing the next generation of technicians. In
cooperation with partners, Bosch is now using this process for the first time in the large-scale production of a
curved display for the vehicle cockpit. This also gives it a clear advantage over the familiar curved monitors at
home in the living room, where only one person can sit at the optimum viewing angle at any one time. Check
out our free Automotive Technology Career Guide , and get ready to put your career into gear, here at
Automotive Training Center. The need for automotive technicians is rising. Its curvature mimics the natural
curvature of the human eye. Automotive Technicians are responsible for diagnosing problems in vehicles and
performing the necessary repairs.


